
Workshop Syllabus 
 

HBM 1635 
 
Workshop Name: Doers Institute 
 
Instructor’s Name: Tom E. Jones 
 
Contact Information: phone: 831-747-2693 email: worxjones@comcast.net 
 
Workshop Description: 1 unit 
 
In his best seller, The Purpose Driven Life, Rick Warren described the critical role doers play in modern 
society: “We need people of action and a bias for achievement.” The Doers Institute is an open learning 
forum where participants explore the challenges facing those who are called to be "doers of the word, 
and not hearers only" (James 1:22).  
 
This course is designed for classroom instructors, educational professionals, program managers, project 
directors, and seasoned administrators who wish to pursue an advanced understanding of how doers 
and those who supervise, instructor work alongside them develop the mutual understanding and clarity 
of purpose they need in order to succeed. Tuition includes a copy of the Doers book.  
 

• Answers to the doers dilemma and how best to navigate through or around undesirable 
situations are set forth in a stimulating and insightful manner.  

• How to guide creative talent toward constructive ends both in an out of the classroom is 
explained with a simple clarity that enlightens and encourages.  

• A strategic framework upon which to base future-focused career decisions, identify appropriate 
ways to carry them out, and forecast the consequences is provided. 

• The Behavioral Profile will help participants identify and understand which of their natural 
tendencies align with those of a Doer and how to put them to good use.   

• Practical advice and easy to implement strategies from Doers: The Vital Few Who Get Things 
Done, by Dr. Tom E Jones, are included as a learning resource.  
 

Workshop Requirements 

• Complete the Doers Profile 
• Write a two (2) page paper addressing these points: 1) Identify the categories with the highest 

and lowest scores; 2) How might your high scores contribute to successful teamwork; and 3) 
How might your low scores hinder your ability to contribute to team work? 

DOERS INSTITUTE CURRICULUM  
 
 Bringing Doers together in an open forum empowers them to discuss, discover, and determine how to 
make the highest and best use of their collective skills. How to guide creative talent toward constructive 
ends is a key feature of this learning environment.  
 
                                

mailto:worxjones@comcast.net
http://www.amazon.com/Doers-Game-Changers-Tom-E-Jones/dp/0964908042/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1451757106&sr=1-1&keywords=Doers%3A+New+Game-Changers
http://www.amazon.com/Doers-Game-Changers-Tom-E-Jones/dp/0964908042/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1451757106&sr=1-1&keywords=Doers%3A+New+Game-Changers


 
 
  Module 1: BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS  

 

• Attributes of Doers 
• Tenets of Teamwork 
• Establishing Trust 
• Creating a learning environment 

 
                             Module 2: POOLING KNOWLEDGE  
 

• Team Accountability 
• Responsibility Charting 
• Inclusionary Thinking 
• Initiative Levels 

 
                             Module 3: UNDERSTANDING SYSTEMS  
 

• Diagnosing Dysfunction 
• Seeking Alignment 
• Understanding Subsystems 
• Doers Dilemma 

Policy on Plagiarism  
All participants in the educational process at Fresno Pacific University are expected to 
pursue honesty and integrity in all aspects of their academic work.  Academic 
dishonesty, including plagiarism, will be handled according to the procedures set forth 
in the Fresno Pacific University Catalog.    

 

   
 


